noise with the power spectral densit!. of (22) . Using the relationship between the poner spectral densities of the input and the output of a filter a&) = €!(i)H(~-l)a&) (23) n e arrive at the expression for the desired filter,
The equivalent difference equation is identical to (14) .
Given a sequence of : 1 7 values of zeromean white noise xn(l <?z<:V), and an initial value of the output yu, it is possible to generate the next 2 1 ' values of the output yn(l<n<ll.'). For a zero-mean input the output will have zero mean. If a biased output is desired, the bias B must be added to each value of the output, y.. Equation (14) is proposed. Thus, according to their opinion the expression for the sampled-data solution is not quite formally identical to the continuous-data expression.
I E E E
However, their proof does not convince me of the truth of the second formula. On the contrary, it can readily be shown that (1) is the true solution and (2) is a false one.
First of all, let us concentrate our attention to the meaning of the symbol { )+.
In continuous-data systems Applying (3), (j), or (7) 1 1
the latter being, indeed, the part belonging to the positive-time function component of 
Steiglitz, Franaszek a d Haddad?
\Ve wish to thank Dr. Csfiki for his interesting comments.
We find his mathematics correct and agree that his solution is consistent. R'e also find nothing wrong with our original discussion. The difficulty stems only from the fact that the definition of the operator { } + adopted by Dr. Csski dif- Hence the two results should be written and and both are correct.
The introduction of the operator { ) p 5
thus makes the sampled-data solutlon formally identical with the continuous case.
I n any event both formulas will +Id the same answer provided that the proper interpretation of the partial-fractioning operator is used. IVe hope that this finall>-clarifies the difficulty. Comment on "A Note on Transfer Function Identification"
The above correspondence' was not intended to exhaust the four parameter case but was merely used to demonstrate that the assumption of a four parameter function in either of the proposed forms of 2 was i n error. One Ax-ould obviously attempt identification in the case of an X parameter function \x-ith a possible denominator of order :lf and a possible numerator of order equal to the least integer greater than or equal to (M-1);2.
